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The Total Solution - Our Business Model

Coffee Tea Channel Solutions 

Innovation  Equipment Sales & Service

2. Insights Dedicated TrainingInsights



Trends can sometimes mean Uncertainty…     



‘Loading the Dice’ to Deal with Uncertainty  

PLANNING
Market  



Investing to Understand our Customers      



1.

Coffee is a large and 
growing category but 
is becoming saturated 

2. 

There is lack of 
differentiation in the 
Irish market relative 
to the coffee offer.

3. 

Consumer loyalty to 
specific coffee 
operators is lower 
than UK, likely due to 
perceived lack of 
differentiation on 
products. Quality is 
critical. 

4. 

Sustainable initiatives 
are an expectation not 
an option and impact 
multiple parts of the 
coffee offer
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5.

Coffee is adapting to 
the consumer trend 
toward health and 
wellness

6. 

Operators attempting 
various messaging 
initiatives to 
differentiate 
themselves relative to 
coffee.

7. 

Food and coffee 
pairings increasingly 
used as a means of 
setting the coffee offer 
apart.

8.

Global coffee trends 
starting to materialize 
in Ireland and may 
offer opportunity.
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Coffee Is Large and Growing But Saturation 
Concerns Rising
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Growth in line with 
2017 

Coffee Continues 
to Outperform 
the Market

5.8%
6.1%

7.1% 7.0%

2017 2018

All F&B Coffee

Growth in Coffee Purchases



Differentiation Becoming a Major Concern



Lack of Variation in Coffee Offer

Coffee offers becoming fairly standard

Most operators continue to invest in offering  

high quality

“Coffee represents 6% of our sales. However, we’re still 
investing and have purchased the best equipment available.” 

—Fast-causal Restaurant

- Cafe Operator

““The coffee world is mayhem here. Our [coffee 
machines] are cleaned twice a day to make sure the 
coffee is how it’s supposed to be. It has to be perfect. It 
has to be consistent every time.”

—Quick-service Restaurant

Differentiation occurs through messaging, 

marketing, sustainability and food/coffee 

pairing
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Operators feel the keen need to offer “a great cup of coffee”

Net effect is less 

loyalty to specific 

operators



5 Ways we are managing trends 



1. Focus on the Basics*  

*2017 Customer & Consumer Research 

Keep sight of 
what’s really 
important! 

Taste driven by 
Quality is the No. 

1 driver of 
loyalty*. 



2. Tell Our Story 
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Stay focused on our 
values. Continued 

Leadership in 
sourcing the best 

coffee from  
sustainable growers 

who we see as the 
most vital partners 
in our supply chain



3. Build a Stronger Portfolio 

Build for the future!  
A portfolio approach 
to delivering relevant 
brands for different 
consumer segments 

and needstates



4. Increase Investment in Innovation

Customer 

Collaboration

Invest to be ahead of 
the curve!

New Beverage 
Formats, Technologies 

and Sustainable 
products to drive 

differentiation 



5. Be Consumer  Obsessed!  

The Consumer is 
King!

Investment in new 
structures, training 

and expertise to 
ensure we are 

responsive to our 
customers needs 



THANKYOU!


